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18 December 2021
UPDATE NOTE – BUCKINGHAMSHIRE LOCAL PLAN RE LAND AT LYE GREEN

WHAT LOCAL RESIDENTS NEED TO KNOW AND DO
o Buckinghamshire Council have decided to create a new Local Plan covering the now
unified areas of Aylesbury, High Wycombe, Chiltern & South Bucks Regions.
o They have recently published a Local Development Scheme announcing their
timetable for the New Local Plan1.
o The Council have stated that they must have a new Buckinghamshire-wide local plan
in place by April 2025. Accordingly, we can expect documents to come out for
consultation during the next year or two.
o Very recently, (namely on 7 December 2021) the Council adopted a policy entitled
“Statement of Community Involvement” (SCI)2. –
o This has itself been controversial and it followed a public consultation that closed in
early 2021 where BNG made representations (with many other community groups)
expressing concerns that opportunities for community consultation on Local Plan
documents was being reduced and restricted in both time for publicity and response
and that consultation were focused more on online submissions which we felt
disenfranchised older, disadvantaged groups or those without internet or IT
capability.
o Although this has now “toned down” the adopted SCI from the earlier draft SCI, we
are still concerned that many people may not notice the Council’s publications as
they emerge and even if they do, will only have 6 weeks response time with greater
reliance apparently given to internet/online responses from the public.

1

see https://www.buckinghamshire.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/localdevelopment-plans-info/local-development-scheme/

2

see https://www.buckinghamshire.gov.uk/planning-and-building-control/havinga-say-and-reporting-issues/statement-of-community-involvementsci/download-sci-documents/
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o ACCORDINGLY, BNG STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT ANYONE CONCERNED ABOUT
LOCAL PLAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY SHOULD GET INVOLVED AND “REGISTER” FOR
PLANNING POLICY UPDATES –
o You merely need to enter your email address at
https://buckinghamshire.oc2.uk/register/process/0 and you should get notification
of all Local Planning consultations.
o NB: You will need to respond to a verification email the Council will send to you
immediately but mine went into my Clutter/Junk folder so watch out for that!
o You don’t need to respond to all of the consultations when they come out, but you
may wish to keep an eye out for Issues & Options Consultations, Green Belt Reviews
or housing site allocations. BNG will try to alert you to key issues as they arise.

COUNCIL’S CURRENT QUESTIONAIRRE / SURVEY:




Bucks Council have also initiated a Questionnaire / Survey in the last week as a first
stage in their preparations for the new Local Plan.
No doubt this will be referenced by the Council in due course as “consulting with the
community” or providing what the public said they wanted!
Accordingly, you should consider expressing your broad views in this survey, but BNG
have some serious concerns about the nature of some of the questions which we
think are “leading” and the following Notes are intended to explain our concerns.

For this Survey Questionnaire see https://yourvoicebucks.citizenspace.com/planning/localplan-2021/consultation/subpage.2021-11-23.7271977155/





This survey seeks your responses on several key areas.
The second page/ section focuses on “Housing”.
BNG have some reservations about the ambiguity of some of these questions.
Whilst thankfully building on Green Belt is NOT a listed option, we are concerned
that two options offered as answers are,
 “Close to a town or village “ or
 “Close to a main town”.

Our concern is that there is nothing defining what “close” is, or what defines a “main
town”? Lye Green might be defined as “close” albeit it is over 2km from the town centre,
located in the Green Belt and needs you to negotiate a steep hill to get up there!
We would encourage BNG supporters to place preference on,
 “land which has previously been built on – brownfield land” or
 “within existing towns”



When making a third choice, rather than accepting the other ambiguous options of
“Close to main towns or villages” BNG would suggest selecting “Other” and then
stating something like;
“To consider maximising the density of homes when building in towns or on
brownfield land in order to create more genuinely affordable homes that
are within 1 mile (or less if in a hilly area) of shops, schools and other
facilities”.














We also strongly recommend that when answering “Other” that you reference the
Community Interest Company Chesham Renaissance and their more holistic
approach to regeneration of Chesham generally.
We have recently had the opportunity to take part in a private meeting with
Chesham Renaissance where we were shown in confidence, further emerging
drawings of schemes mainly related to redevelopment of the town centre and Star
Yard car park in particular.
Unfortunately, we cannot share these details with you for now but we can confirm
the scheme was impressive and is clearly becoming an exercise of wider
regeneration of the town centre that could not only provide improved / increased
car parking facilities but would also create a well-designed feature above Star Yard
with a consequential improvements to the A416 which also provides scope for
considerable additional housing in a very sustainable location. It should also see
improvements to infrastructure which are desperately needed.
Accordingly, we would strongly recommend that when responding to the
aforementioned Council’s survey questionnaire that reference should be made,
… “to the Council giving considerable weight to these emerging proposals
by Chesham Renaissance for regeneration of the town as a whole that
would likely produce more generally affordable homes in a much more
sustainable location whilst preserving the nearby Green Belt and local
environment”.
Be aware that a later section of the Survey headed “Work & Activity”. One option
therein invites you to “Protect existing employment sites”
As laudable as this sounds it creates a contradiction as then brownfield sites or
redundant employment sites (or which there are several in Chesham) may not come
forward for housing supply potentially which then threatens the Green Belt.
BNG have suggested answering “Other” than stating something like;
“Revitalising and regeneration of existing town centres such as Chesham by a
more holistic approach such as that being proposed by Chesham Renaissance.

Such an approach will both will reuse/revitalise existing emplyment areas,
provide jobs and by creating sustainable mixed uses will also improve the
local economy.”
NB: WHEN YOU COMPLETE THE SURVEY, THE COUNCIL WILL SEND YOU A LINK TO
DOWNLOAD A PDF OF YOUR RESPONSES.
PLEASE RETAIN THIS PDF AND CONSIDER SENDING A COPY TO BNG.
WE CAN (IF NECESSARY LATER) THEN HIGHLIGHT HOW BNG MEMBERS OF THE CHESHAM
COMMUNITY HAVE RESPONDED.

Whilst visiting the Council website, you may also note that beneath the link to the
aforementioned survey questionnaire there is a further call for brownfield sites.
If anyone has knowledge of any brownfield areas including redundant industrial or other
developed land, even if you do not know the owner, you are encouraged to suggest these
on the brownfield register. This register is only open until 29 December 2021.
You may be interested to know that from recent private discussions with Chesham
Renaissance, it appears as though their sites including Star Yard in Chesham are collectively
being regarded as the third most important brownfield opportunity that the Council are
considering.

This Update Note is intended to explain recent announcements and how individuals may
care to respond. If anyone has any question, please contact;
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